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Rules & Regulations Summary 
(09/10/2019 )

1) Teams will only be officially admitted after the full Entry / Registration fee is received by Waterford 
Floodlit Soccer. 

2) Match fee must be paid in full before kick off each night. 
3) Fixtures will not be postponed, switched or moved. This is due to the continuous problems and 

disruption caused by changing fixtures in previous seasons. Team managers can seek a change in 
exceptional circumstances but must first contact the opposition manager to explain the reason if this 
request is agreed they must also agree on a new date. This new date must then be approved by both 
W.F.S. and venue. Failure to reach full agreement on all counts will result in a walkover against the 
team seeking the postponement. Furthermore the team seeking the postponement will also be fined 
and/or face a points deduction.

4) All players must be registered online or on the official Player/Squad Form before taking part. Additions 
can be made up until the start of knockout matches or fixed date. Objections, fines and bans will result 
if anyone is found to be in breach of this rule.

5) Players can transfer to another team once during a season providing his manager first submits a 
release to W.F.S.

6) 11 a side and 7 a side matches are 60 minutes. 6 a side matches are 45 minutes and 5 a side matches 
are 30 minutes (all match times include half time break).

7) Teams should have at least 2 match condition footballs for each game.
8) Games on most pitches will use a mix of pitch markings. If you have any doubts about the pitch area 

and lines please check with the match official before kick off.
9) Teams must wear a proper kit with all players wearing the same coloured jerseys (numbered). No 

tracksuit ends or other similar styles allowed. 
10) Wearing of shin-guards is strongly advised.
11) Players who take part do so at their own risk. Waterford Floodlit Soccer (W.F.S.) and the teams 

representing a business, company, factory, etc., accept no responsibility for any injuries sustained.
12) Waterford Floodlit Soccer recommends all players have their own personal accident insurance.
13) Any rules regarding player ages and grades will be determined before the start of each 

League/Tournament.
14) Teams will start 1 goal down for a 5 minute delay and 3 goals down for up to 10 minute delay. The 

match official will determine the status of a game if it’s delayed for more than 10 minutes.
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15) The pitches are block booked in advance by W.F.S. so we must fulfil all our bookings and that means 
paying for all the time booked regardless of whether it’s used or not.

16) Any team that fails to turn up for a match or leaves the pitch during a game without the consent of the 
referee, is deemed to have conceded a walkover. Sanctions will be imposed as deemed appropriate. 
Venues may also impose fines on teams conceding walkovers. 

17) Games must kick off at the scheduled time. Furthermore games cannot run into any time for matches 
that follow or any other pitch bookings that follow.

18) Failure to pay fines in full within 7 working days may result in a points deduction or expulsion.
19) Teams conceding more than one walkover will have their participation put on hold pending an 

immediate review.
20) No slide tackles or rough/aggressive play. 
21) Players must respect all opponents by not using derogatory, racist or inflammatory words, gestures or 

actions.
22) Rolling subs, i.e., players can go on and off throughout a match and play does not have to be stopped. 

Note that subs must only enter the pitch on the half way line and the referee must always be notified 
when making substitutions. 

23) Any sub or player who is deemed active without a jersey will have an indirect free kick awarded against
him and be penalised with a yellow card.

24) Team managers, assistants or subs will usually be asked to act as a linesman by the match referee. This 
person must simply indicate with a raised flag/arm when the ball is out of play.

25) Team managers and subs must take up positions on opposite sides of the pitch. 
26) Copy of Rules and Regulations should be distributed to all team members and It is the responsibility of 

team managers to ensure players are fully aware of all W.F.S. Rules & Regulations.
27) It is a condition of entry that all players and managers agree to abide by all W.F.S. Rules, Regulations 

and decisions.


